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Abstract6

Predicting the course of evolution is critical for solving current biomedical challenges such as cancer and

the evolution of drug resistant pathogens. One approach to studying evolutionary predictability is to

observe repeated, independent evolutionary trajectories of similar organisms under similar selection

pressures in order to empirically characterize this adaptive fitness landscape. As this approach is infeasible

for many natural systems, a number of recent studies have attempted to gain insight into the adaptive

fitness landscape by testing the plausibility of different orders of appearance for a specific set of adaptive

mutations in a single adaptive trajectory. While this approach is technically feasible for systems with very

few available adaptive mutations, the usefulness of this approach for predicting evolution in situations with

highly polygenic adaptation is unknown. It is also unclear whether the presence of stable adaptive

polymorphisms can influence the predictability of evolution as measured by these methods. In this work,

we simulate adaptive evolution under Fisher’s geometric model to study evolutionary predictability.

Remarkably, we find that the predictability estimated by these methods are anti-correlated, and that the

presence of stable adaptive polymorphisms can both qualitatively and quantitatively change the

predictability of evolution.
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1. Introduction7

Predicting evolution is one of the fundamental challenges of evolutionary biology (reviewed in Lobkovsky8

and Koonin 2012; de Visser and Krug 2014). This question became particularly prominent with9

Gould’s famous thought-experiment on “replaying the tape of life” (Gould 1989), which asks how our10

evolutionary history would have changed if we could re-run evolution from some point in the past.11

Evolutionary predictability can be studied using multiple methods (de Visser and Krug 2014; Achaz12

et al. 2014), including studying populations evolving in parallel (e.g. Gould’s thought-experiment) or13

characterizing the likely order of mutations in a historical bout of adaptation (Weinreich et al. 2006)14

using an experimental design pioneered by Malcolm et al. (1990).15

To study evolutionary predictability, one must be able to quantify the similarity between two different16

evolutionary paths. This quantification can be done in a number of different ways, which we classify using17

four different properties. The first property is the “type” of predictability one is studying, which can be18

either the predictability of the evolutionary future of a given system (“future predictability”, i.e.19

predictability as defined by Gould), or the predictability of the order of mutations in a completed adaptive20

path (“historical predictability”, i.e. predictability as inferred using the Weinreich et al. (2006) method).21

The second property is the “level” at which we are studying predictability, which can either be conducted22

at the genotype, phenotype or fitness level. More concretely, one can compare two evolutionary paths by23

the specific adaptive mutations that occurred in each path, the similarities of the organisms in some24

physiological trait (e.g. body-mass index), or by comparing their fitness. The third property is the25

“starting point” of the evolutionary paths being studied, and is only relevant for future predictability26

studies. In “parallelism” studies, one tries to characterize evolutionary predictability using organisms27

starting from similar or identical genetic, phenotypic or fitness states (e.g. when different populations of28

the same species independently evolve in similar ways when under similar selective pressures), while29

“convergence” studies characterize how organisms with distinct initial states reach similar evolutionary30

solutions for similar biophysical problems (e.g. the evolutionary convergence in both birds and bats to use31

wings for flight). The fourth property is the “resolution” of the data being used to study evolutionary32

predictability, which can range from a single sample of genomes from an extant population, a few major33

phenotypic transitions inferred from the fossil record or detailed knowledge of every single adaptive34

mutation that ever reached appreciable frequency in the population during the study period.35

Perhaps the best known experimental study of future predictability is a set of 12 parallel Escherichia coli36
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lineages that have been evolving in controlled laboratory conditions for over 60,000 generations (Wiser37

et al. 2013; Lenski et al. 2015; Tenaillon et al. 2016). In our formalism, these are studies of parallel38

future predictability, and analyses of this system have been conducted at the genotypic, phenotypic and39

fitness levels with very high resolution. One remarkable result from these experiments is that replicate40

independent evolution experiments frequently acquired similar adaptive mutations and experienced similar41

gains in fitness over the course of evolution (Crozat et al. 2010; Wiser et al. 2013), which has also been42

shown in other short-term laboratory evolution experiments (Tenaillon et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2013;43

Kvitek and Sherlock 2013; Venkataram et al. 2016). This suggests that evolution can be future44

predictable to a surprising degree over both short and long timescales.45

Studying future predictability is critical to many current problems in evolutionary biology, including cancer46

and the development of drug resistance. However, future predictability studies are either technically or47

ethically infeasible in many systems of interest, leading to the development of methods to study historical48

predictability. While it is possible to study historical predictability at the phenotypic level (e.g. by49

inferring the order of phenotypic transitions from the fossil record), most recent studies characterize50

genotypic historical predictability. In the first major study of historical predictability, Weinreich et al.51

(2006) reconstructed all 32 possible combinations of 5 mutations in the beta-lactamase gene in E. coli,52

which are known to confer resistance to the drug rifampicin. They then quantitatively assayed the drug53

resistance of these 32 genotypes as a proxy for fitness, and used this information to analyze all 5! = 12054

possible mutational paths (orders in which the 5 mutations could occur) from the ancestral to the resistant55

five-mutation genotype. A mutational path was deemed viable if resistance monotonically increased with56

every mutational step, and the relative likelihood of each viable path was calculated using standard57

population genetic methods. A number of other groups have also studied historical predictability, including58

studies in Aspergillus niger (Franke et al. 2011), an empirical RNA-protein binding landscape59

(Buenrostro et al. 2014), adaptive mutations identified from ancestral protein reconstruction60

(Bridgham et al. 2006; Ortlund et al. 2007) and adaptive mutations from a laboratory evolution61

experiment (Khan et al. 2011).62

Despite these numerous studies, it is unknown whether historical predictability is truly a useful proxy for63

studying future predictability. While historical predictability is likely accurate in systems where adaptation64

is known to be limited to a very small number of mutations (e.g. the 5 mutations used by Weinreich65

et al. (2006) are the only major rifampicin resistance mutations in that system), it is unclear whether66
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conclusions drawn from studies of historical predictability are similar to the results of studies of future67

predictability when not every available adaptive mutation is used for inferring historical predictability. For68

example, it is unknown whether the historical predictability results of Franke et al. (2011) in 2-669

mutation subsets of an 8 locus system are informative in understanding adaptation on the entire 8-locus70

fitness landscape. Due to the combinatorial nature of studying historical predictability, where 2n genotypes71

need to be considered in a system of n adaptive mutations, it is extremely challenging to study historical72

predictability over all known adaptive mutations in systems with highly polygenic adaptation.73

In addition, all of these studies of both future and historical predictability were conducted under the74

assumption that all adaptive mutations successively fix in the evolving population. The presence of stable75

polymorphisms may significantly influence the relationship between future and historical predictability by76

modifying the fitness advantage of a mutation based on the alleles already present in the population. As77

stable polymorphisms can be generated by a variety of mechanisms, including heterozygote advantage,78

frequency dependent selection, and spatio-temporal variability in selective pressures, one might expect that79

they play a major role in the evolution of natural populations and thus influence the study of evolutionary80

predictability in natural systems.81

In this work, we simulate adaptive evolution using Fishers geometric model (FGM, Fisher 1930; Orr82

1999, 2005) to study the relationship between future and historical predictability, as well as the impact of83

balanced polymorphisms on the study of predictability. FGM is a phenotypic model where individuals have84

phenotypes defined as points in n-dimensional space. Mutations are arbitrary vectors in this n-dimensional85

space, allowing for an infinite number of functionally distinct possible mutations and providing an excellent86

model of polygenic adaptation. A fitness function is then used to map phenotypes into fitness, generating a87

fitness landscape that can be used to simulate adaptive evolution. FGM is a useful framework to study88

adaptation as it has been found to be consistent with many empirical results, including the distribution of89

fitness effects (DFE) of beneficial mutations, the distribution of epistasis and the effect of epistasis on the90

DFE, and the presence of antagonistic pleiotropy (Martin et al. 2007; Sousa et al. 2012; MacLean et al.91

2010; Blanquart et al. 2014)(reviewed in Martin 2014; Tenaillon 2014). In addition, Sellis et al.92

(2011) showed that adaptive mutations in diploid FGM simulations are frequently overdominant (exhibit93

heterozygote advantage) if the mutations are sufficiently large in phenotype space, resulting in balanced94

polymorphisms. These overdominant mutations are temporarily stable, but they can be driven out of the95

population by subsequent adaptive mutations.96
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In this work, we compute both the parallel phenotypic future predictability and genotypic historical97

predictability of evolution from the same simulations of adapting populations to test whether future98

predictability and historical predictability are correlated. We then use both of these metrics to test99

whether overdominant mutations significantly impact the predictability of evolution. We find that these100

two types of predictability are anti-correlated in our simulations, and that the presence of stable101

polymorphisms can both quantitatively and qualitatively change our ability to predict evolution.102
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2. Model103

2.1. Fisher’s Geometric Model Simulations104

2.1.1. Overview of model and simulations105

In order to study predictability, we first need to generate a large number of independent adaptive106

trajectories. We utilize a variant of the standard haploid continuum-of-alleles Fisher’s geometric model107

(FGM) framework (Fisher 1930; Kimura 1965) that has been modified to consider diploid individuals108

(Sellis et al. 2011).109

In FGM, we model a set of n independent quantitative phenotypic traits, which can be considered a vector110

r in n-dimensional space. This vector defines an allele, thus resulting in a continuum of possible alleles111

across this n-dimensional space. In our simulations, the initial population was defined to be monomorphic112

with a single fixed allele ranc, where ||ranc|| was set to be 2 units from the optimum. Mutations in this113

model are defined by a mutation vector m, which is used to modify an existing allele to generate a new114

allele. These vectors are drawn from a continuous distribution, and thus new mutations can produce an115

infinitely many different alleles. The phenotype vector associated with any allele can thus be calculated as116

ranc +
∑
mi where we sum over all mutations that gave rise to the allele of interest. All mutations are117

assumed to be in complete linkage with each other. A haploid individual, which has one allele, has a118

phenotype identical to the phenotype of the allele, while the phenotype of a diploid individual is the119

average of the phenotype vectors of the constituent alleles. We assume sexual reproduction for diploids120

with free assortment of alleles and no recombination. The fitness of an individual is a spherically121

symmetric gaussian function of an individual’s distance from the optimum w(x) = e−||r||
2/a, where a is a122

constant defined by our parameter regimes (described in the next section).123

As a concrete example (Figure 1), let us consider a geometric model consisting of n = 2 phenotypic124

dimensions (traits 1 and 2) and considering two separate mutational events (A and B). We will begin with125

the haploid case (Figure 1a). The ancestral allele (anc) has a predefined phenotype (rab, Figure 1a cross126

symbol) with fitness defined as a gaussian function of its distance from the optimal phenotype (||ranc||). A127

mutation mA on this ancestral allele would result in the allele A (plus symbol), defined by its phenotype128

rA = ranc +mA. A further mutation mB on the A allele would result in the AB allele with phenotype129

rAB = rA +mB (open circle).130

We will now consider the diploid case (Figure 1b), using the same alleles and mutation vectors as in the131
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haploid example. For clarity, we do not show the mutation vectors or phenotype vectors, but display the132

phenotypes associated with a given genotype as a point. In this case, as individuals have multiple alleles,133

the phenotype of an individual with a given genotype is the midpoint of the phenotypes of the component134

alleles. Thus, an individual homozygous for the A allele (A/A genotype) would have the same phenotype135

as an A haploid individual, while an individual heterozygous for the A mutant and ancestral alleles would136

have an intermediate phenotype (A/anc, star in Figure 1b).137

This model is used to conduct forward Wright-Fisher simulations to generate the adaptive walks used for138

analysis throughout this work. The simulations use the code modified from Sellis et al. (2011) to allow for139

more than 2 dimensions. We perform 2,500 replicate simulations using a standard Wright-Fisher approach140

(Fisher 1930; Wright 1931) in both haploid and diploid populations. Haploid simulations are conducted141

with a population size N = 10, 000, while diploid simulations were conducted with N = 5, 000.142

Simulations are conducted for 10,000 generations, where each generation consists of mutating alleles and143

then propagating alleles to the next generation, during which we also impose selection. Individuals to be144

mutated are uniformly sampled according to the mutation rate µ = 5 ∗ 10−6, while the mutation vectors145

m have a magnitude drawn from the exponential distribution with λ = 2 and a uniformly distributed146

direction. Propagation is conducted via sexual reproduction in diploids with the possibility of selfing, with147

an implicit assumption of random mating between all individuals present in the current generation to148

compute the genotype frequencies of the offspring. We assume that there are an infinite number of149

offspring, which are then multinomially sampled in a manner weighted by both the frequency of each150

genotype in the offspring pool and the fitness of that genotype to give rise to the population present in the151

next generation (i.e., viability selection on the offspring). Note that this sexual reproduction process is only152

meaningful in the diploid model to compute the offspring pool genotype frequencies. In haploids, the153

genotype weights used in the multinomial sampling pool are identical to their frequencies in the current154

generation multiplied by their fitness.155

For all of our statistical analyses, we considered only those mutations that are present on the most frequent156

allele at generation 10,000. These mutations are the set of mutations present in the adaptive walk that are157

most easily sampled in natural populations. The low per-generation mutation rate (0.05 mutations per158

generation) allowed us to use the strong-selection weak-mutation (SSWM) assumption for our analysis to159

consider each mutation by itself. This assumption is consistent with biological systems with small effective160

population sizes which results in periodic fixation of beneficial mutations. Some examples of systems with161
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small enough effective population sizes to be in this regime (tens of thousands of individuals or less) include162

humans (Tenesa et al. 2007), microbial communities in nectar flowers (Herrera et al. 2009) and many163

species listed by the IUCN as endangered or vulnerable (IUCN 2016). We additionally limited our analysis164

to the first five mutations of each adaptive walk in order to compare adaptive walks of equal lengths and165

re-ran simulations with fewer than five mutations until they met this criteria. This is comparable to many166

recent studies studying genotypic historical predictability (Weinreich et al. 2006; Khan et al. 2011;167

Franke et al. 2011). For simplicity of analysis, diploid simulations that generated stable polymorphisms168

containing three or more alleles were discarded and re-run until they met this criteria. We partitioned the169

diploid simulations into those that did and did not contain overdominant mutations to study the impact of170

stable polymorphisms on the predictability of evolution (described in a subsequent section).171

2.1.2. Parameter regimes172

In all of our simulations, the population initially contains a single allele with a distance of 2 units from the173

optimum. Since we are using only spherically symmetric fitness functions, the exact position is irrelevant.174

We conduct our first set of simulations in a two dimensional regime (n=2) with a poorly adapted initial175

population that is far from the optimum (2D-Far regime). The gaussian fitness function for this regime is176

defined with a = 2. We conduct additional simulations in two additional regimes to validate our results:177

one regime where the population is initialized close to the phenotypic optimum (2D-Close regime, a = 18),178

and one regime where the population is evolving in 10-dimensional space rather than 2-dimensional space179

(10D-Far regime). The 2D-Close regime was selected such that the initial population, at 2 units from the180

optimum, is in the “concave-down” portion of the fitness surface.181

2.1.3. Partitioning adaptive walks182

In order to explore the effect of overdominance on predictability we have separated the diploid simulations183

into those with and without overdominant mutations. The methodology for this separation is based on the184

fact that all overdominant mutations must be capable of creating a stable polymorphism with two alleles,185

so by inferring whether or not a mutation can create such a stable polymorphism, we can infer whether or186

not it is overdominant. We begin with the five-mutation adaptive walks identified previously and first187

determine the time t5 at which the allele containing these first five mutations exceeded 5% frequency in188

the population. All time-points after t5 are no longer considered for analysis. At each generation t ≤ t5,189

we isolate all alleles in the population at ≥ 1% frequency. For every subset of these alleles, we compute190

their equilibrium frequencies and mean fitness using the method of Kimura (1956).191
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Briefly, this is done by computing an n x n matrix A for the n alleles under consideration, where the value192

of Aij is the fitness of the genotype defined by alleles i and j. We also consider a matrix T, where193

Tij = Aij −Ain −Ajn +Ann. If we denote the equilibrium frequency of the ith allele by xi, we get194

xi = ∆i∑n
k=1 ∆k

where ∆i, is the determinant made by substituting ones for all the elements of the ith195

column in the matrix A. With these equilibrium frequencies, we can easily calculate the mean fitness at196

this equilibrium as ∆∑n
k=1 ∆k

where ∆ is the determinant of A.197

The necessary and sufficient conditions for determining whether a set of n alleles can make a stable198

equilibrium in the first place are: 1) that the quadratic form T be negative definite and 2) (−1)n−1∆i > 0199

for all i = 1, 2, .. , n. For further reading, please see Kojima (1959); Mandel (1959); Kingman (1961).200

If a set of alleles generates a stable polymorphic state at equilibrium, we infer that there is an201

overdominant mutation present among those alleles. An FGM simulation is determined to contain an202

overdominant mutation if, for any generation t ≤ t5, the subset of alleles with the highest mean fitness at203

generation t is a stable polymorphism at equilibrium. For simplicity, we removed simulations that204

contained stable polymorphisms with ≥ 3 alleles for ≥ 50 generations so that we only need to consider 2205

allele stable polymorphisms for the remainder of this work.206

For the diploid simulations in each parameter regime, we ensured that at least 500 of the simulations did207

not contain any overdominant mutations (the identification of which is described in the next section) by208

simply rerunning some of the simulations until this criteria was met. This was done to ensure that we had209

a sufficient number of simulations with and without overdominant mutations for statistical analysis.210

The rationale for this approach is as follows. An allele generated by an overdominant mutation that211

successfully invades the population must produce a stable polymorphism. This is also the only means by212

which a stable polymorphism can be generated in our simulations, as we do not allow for any other mode213

of balancing selection. However, it is not possible to robustly detect stable polymorphisms simply by214

tracking the frequencies of the mutations in the population and detecting whether they are being215

maintained in the population, due to (rare) issues with clonal interference (Desai and Fisher 2007;216

Herron and Doebeli 2013; Kvitek and Sherlock 2013; Lang et al. 2013). It is also not possible to217

directly infer that an allele is overdominant by simply comparing the fitness of different genotypes to detect218

heterozygote advantage as there are potentially more than two alleles present in the population when the219
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mutation reaches substantial frequency either due to clonal interference or due to a mutation invading the220

population when there is already a stable polymorphism from a prior overdominant mutation.221

Therefore, we need to separately test whether each new mutation in the population could result in a stable222

polymorphism if no additional mutations were allowed (eliminating the clonal interference problem). Since223

there are an arbitrary number of alleles present in the population at any one time (again, due to clonal224

interference), we make a simplifying assumption that the set of alleles will not result in an equilibrium225

resulting in more than 2 alleles being stably maintained in the population, which is valid as we have226

prescreened all of our simulations to eliminate any that contain stable polymorphisms of more than 2227

alleles.228

We can now utilize the Kimura method for calculating both whether a set of alleles could be stably229

maintained at equilibrium and the mean fitness of the population at that equilibrium for determining 1)230

whether the new mutation can invade the population and 2) whether it will be maintained as a stable231

polymorphism if it does invade. The set of alleles under consideration is all of the alleles that already232

existed in the population and the new allele generated by the new mutation. We use the Kimura method233

on all pairs of these alleles and identify the pair that generates the highest mean fitness at equilibrium.234

This highest fitness equilibrium state is then used to determine whether 1) the new allele successfully235

invaded (if the pair with the highest equilibrium fitness results in an equilibrium state that does not236

include the new allele, it cannot invade the population) and 2) whether it is being maintained as a stable237

polymorphism or has fixed in the population (the presence of a stable polymorphism implies that the238

mutation that generated the new allele was overdominant).239

2.1.4. Identification of hidden alleles240

For each generation of every FGM simulation, we identified the expected equilibrium state of the241

population considering only those alleles at > 1% frequency at that generation in section 2.1.3. We then242

identify the hidden alleles for a simulation as alleles in the equilibrium population states for all generations243

t < t5 with that does not solely consist of a subset of the five mutations under consideration. In other244

words, hidden alleles are those alleles that reach substantial frequency before t5 and would have been245

present in a stable equilibrium if they had not been out-competed by a later allele and were thus excluded246

from our original identification of the 5-mutation adaptive walk.247
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2.2. Studying future predictability248

We first quantify the average adaptive walk in phenotype space for each ploidy and parameter regime used249

in our simulations. Given that all of our adaptive walks consist of exactly five mutations, the average250

adaptive walk also consists of five mutations, where the first mutation vector is the average of all of the251

observed first mutation vectors across all simulations, the second mutation vector in the average walk is the252

average of all observed second mutation vectors, and so on. This average adaptive walk matches the253

expected adaptive walk of a straight line in phenotype space leading from the ancestral phenotype directly254

towards the fitness optimum. We use the average instead of the straight line as the average is directly255

measurable from experimental data while the line requires comprehensive knowledge of the fitness256

landscape, the knowledge of which would eliminate any need to study the predictability of the system.257

In order to compute a summary statistic for the phenotypic parallel future predictability of an adaptive258

walk, we calculate the minimum distance of each observed allele during the adaptive walk from the average259

walk, and then taking the maximum across all observed alleles of these minimum distances as a measure of260

the deviation of the adaptive walk from the average walk in phenotype space. An adaptive walk that has a261

smaller deviation is more predictable than one that has a larger deviation.262

2.3. Studying genotypic historical predictability263

Studies of genotypic historical predictability seek to reconstruct the order in which a set of mutations arose264

in an adaptive trajectory. We can then study the probability distribution of all of the possible adaptive265

trajectories to understand how predictable the system is overall.266

2.3.1. Computing the likelihood of a particular order of mutations267

We begin with an overview of the historical predictability method used by Weinreich et al. (2006) for268

inference when assuming that each adaptive mutation fixes in the population, and then continue on to a269

description of our implementation of the method which is suitable when stable polymorphisms are possible.270

As mentioned before, we expect stable polymorphisms to frequently occur in our diploid simulations. We271

explicitly model the phenotypes of the alleles and mutation vectors, and use the same fitness functions as272

in the FGM simulations to compute fitness.273

Weinreich et al (2006) inference method. Weinreich et al. (2006) describe the probability of the ancestral274

allele (Awt) evolving into the derived allele containing all 5 mutations available (Ader) going through a275

particular order of mutations (Mi) with intermediate alleles a, b, c and d. This can be computed as276
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Pr(Mi) = Pr(Awt −→ a −→ b −→ c −→ d −→ Ader)

= Pr(Awt −→ a) ∗ Pr(a −→ b) ∗ Pr(b −→ c) ∗ Pr(c −→ d) ∗ Pr(d −→ Ader) (1)

because “along any particular trajectory the choice of each next fixation is statistically independent of all277

previous fixations. Here, the Pr(i −→ j) are the conditioned fixation probabilities of a particular single278

mutant neighbor j of an allele i given by279

Pr(i −→ j) =
Πi−→j∑

kεNi

Πi−→k

(2)

where Πi−→j is the unconditioned fixation probability of allele j from allele i, and Ni is the set of all280

mutational neighbors of allele i.” (modified from Weinreich et al. (2006) Supplementary Methods). In281

essence, (Weinreich et al. 2006) compute the probability of a particular order of mutations as the product282

of the probabilities of each mutation in that order successfully fixing in the population in succession.283

Our method to study genotypic historical predictability. As our simulations violate some of the assumptions284

of the historical predictability inference method of Weinreich et al. (2006), we need to modify the285

method to account for these violations (please see the supplementary text for a detailed example of the286

implementation described in this section). First, since we are using a diploid model, new mutations occur287

as heterozygotes and thus must invade the population as heterozygotes. Therefore, we cannot compute the288

fixation probability, but must compute the probability of an allele successfully invading the population289

from low frequency and reaching its equilibrium frequency. Secondly, in the presence of a stable290

polymorphism, new mutations can occur on multiple available backgrounds. This allows for the generation291

of hidden alleles. This also implies that it may take more than 5 mutations in a mutation order to generate292

the allele with all 5 mutations. Finally, a new mutation that successfully invades can either fix or balance293

with any of the alleles already present in the population, violating the Weinreich et al. (2006) assumption294

that the fitness of an allele is independent of the other alleles already present in the population. Therefore,295

we cannot treat the adaptive walk as a series of independent steps but need to take an integrated approach296

to study historical predictability. As it is challenging to describe the method using closed form analytic297

equations as in Weinreich et al. (2006), we will describe the recursive algorithm we use to implement the298

method using pseudocode. Every call to the algorithm requires a population state (set of alleles and their299
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frequencies), a set of alleles observed during the recursion and the probability of the mutation order so far.300

Using global variables outside of the algorithm, we keep track of Φ(Mi), the unconditioned probability of301

every possible mutation order Mi. All Φ(Mi) are initialized to 0.302
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Historical predictability inference(Sexisting, Aexisting,Pexisting)

1: Sexisting ← the population state = a set of alleles and their frequencies
2: Aexisting ← the set of alleles observed so far in this mutation order
3: Pexisting ← the unconditioned probability of this order of mutations so far
4: if AderεSexisting then
5: We need to first determine the order Mi in which the mutations were introduced into Ader and add

Pexisting to the unconditioned probability for this order of mutations (Φ(Mi))
6: return // We are done since we have successfully generated Ader

7: else
8: ρtotal = 0
9: for all new alleles An that can be generated by a single mutation on the alleles in Sexisting, excluding

those where An ∈ Aexisting do
10: for all pairs of alleles Ai, Aj in the set of alleles including An and every allele in Sexisting do
11: Compute the frequency of Ai and Aj and the mean fitness of the population at equilibrium

assuming these are the only two alleles in the population
12: Snew = the pair of alleles and their frequencies with the highest mean fitness computed in the

preceding for loop excluding all alleles at frequency 0
13: if An /∈ Snew then
14: An cannot invade Sexisting and can thus be ignored
15: else
16: compute P iAn = the probability of invasion of An into Sexisting through 10,000 forward Wright-

Fisher simulations
17: The unconditioned probability of An succeeding in this population ρn = P iAn * the frequency

of the allele in Sexisting that was mutated to generate An

18: ρtotal+ = ρn
19: for all new alleles An with ρn > 0 do
20: Snew and ρn defined as above for An

21: if using the Weinreich et al method then
22: Snew = An at frequency 1 (fixation)
23: Anew = Aexisting ∪An
24: Pnew = Pexisting ∗ ρn

ρtotal

25: Historical predictability inference(Snew, Anew, Pnew) // recursive call
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The initial call to this algorithm has Sexisting be the ancestral population used in the FGM simulations303

i.e. a population monomorphic for an allele two units from the optimum, Aexisting is the set containing304

the single element Awt and Pexisting = 1. Once we have computed the unconditioned probability Φ(Mi)305

for every Mi, we then use this information to compute the conditioned probability for each mutation order.306

Pr(Mi) =
Φ(Mi)∑
j

Φ(Mj)
(3)

Note that we track mutation orders by the order in which the mutations were introduced on allele Ader,307

which is always five mutations long, not the order in which the mutations were introduced in the308

population in the algorithm which is >= 5 mutations. If multiple recursions through the algorithm use the309

same order of mutations in Ader, the likelihoods from all of these recursions are summed to get Φ(Mi) for310

that particular Mi.311

We compute the invasion probability of a new allele P iAn using 10,000 forward Wright-Fisher simulations.312

In these simulations, we set N = 5,000 diploid individuals as in our FGM simulations, with no new313

mutations allowed.314

The probability of a new allele successfully invading and reaching the deterministically inferred stable315

equilibrium is then the fraction of Wright-Fisher simulations where An reaches 90% of its expected316

equilibrium frequency in Snew. These simulations are entirely separate from the FGM simulations used to317

generate the adaptive walks used throughout the rest of this work. We are forced to utilize empirical318

estimations through simulations and not the classical analytic solutions to compute P iAn (Haldane 1927;319

KIMURA 1962) as many of the observed mutations have a selective advantage exceeding 100%, violating320

the assumptions of the analytic solutions that the mutations are weakly beneficial. Our simulations suggest321

that the analytic solutions significantly overestimate the invasion probability under these conditions (data322

not shown).323

We study historical predictability in our haploid simulations using a similar algorithm to that used for the324

diploid simulations. The major differences are that we 1) consider only single alleles instead of pairs of325

alleles when identifying the equilibrium population after a mutation and 2) empirically compute the326

invasion probability of a new mutation using forward Wright-Fisher simulations using a population of N =327

10,000 haploid individuals instead of using a diploid model.328
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2.3.2. Quantifying genotypic historical predictability329

To quantitatively study the results of our genotypic historical predictability analysis across simulations, we330

define the effective number of paths statistic as331

1∑
i

Pr(Mi)2
(4)

The effective number of trajectories is defined to be 0 when there are no viable trajectories, i.e. when332 ∑
i

Pr(Mi)
2 = 0. This is similar to the effective number of alleles in a population (Kimura and Crow333

1964), the predictability metric of Roy (2009) and the entropy metric of Palmer et al. (2013).334

When a single trajectory dominates the probability density, the effective number of trajectories is close to335

1, indicating high historical predictability. On the other hand, if every trajectory has equal probability,336

Pr(Mi) = 1
n!

since we know that there must be n! possible mutation orders for a system of n mutations.337

In this situation, the effective number of paths = n! = total number of possible mutation orders, indicating338

low historical predictability. This provides a single metric of the diversity of mutational orders that are339

possible while accounting for their relative likelihoods and summarizes the historical predictability of the340

adaptive walk.341

2.4. Source Code342

Complete source code for the FGM simulations is available at343

https://github.com/sunthedeep/Fisher-Geometric-Model.344
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3. Results345

In this work, we study the predictability of evolution when adaptation can be highly polygenic, such that346

comprehensively sampling the entire fitness landscape is combinatorially infeasible. We compute the347

phenotypic parallel future predictability of an FGM simulation by comparing it to the average simulation348

from the same parameter regime (see Model section 2.2 for details). Simulations with a larger deviation349

from the average are thus less future predictable. We then compare these results to our effective number of350

paths statistic, which measures genotypic historical predictability. This statistic captures the distribution351

of the likelihoods of all possible orders of mutations observed in a given simulation (see Model section 2.3.2352

for details). If measuring historical predictability is useful in inferring the future predictability of evolution,353

then the historical predictability of a simulation should be positively correlated with its future354

predictability.355

3.1. Comparison of future and historical predictability:356

We first correlate future and historical predictability using both haploid and diploid simulations in three357

different parameter regimes (2-dimensional regimes close and far from the optimum, and a 10-dimensional358

regime far from the optimum, see Model section 2.1.2 for details). We find a strong and significant negative359

correlation in all of these comparisons (Figure 2). In other words, adaptive walks that are highly historically360

predictable are future unpredictable as they are highly divergent from the average adaptive trajectory.361

3.2. Stable polymorphisms and evolutionary predictability:362

We also study the impact of stable adaptive polymorphisms on the predictability of evolution. In our FGM363

simulations, stable polymorphisms are generated through overdominant mutations in our diploid364

simulations. In each of our three sets of diploid simulations, we separate the adaptive walks into those that365

do and those that do not contain a stable polymorphism using the method of (Kimura 1956) (see Model366

section 2.1.3 for details). We can then compare the distributions of our historical and future predictability367

metrics between these two groups to test for a significant effect. We find that simulations with stable368

polymorphisms are significantly less future predictable than simulations without such polymorphisms369

(Figure 3, top row), which is concordant with the results of Sellis et al. (2011) that overdominant370

mutations allow an adaptive walk to explore a larger portion of the fitness landscape. In contrast, we find371

that simulations with overdominant mutations are significantly more historically predictable than372

simulations without such mutations (Figure 2, bottom row). These results again show the anti-correlation373

between future and historical predictability, and suggest that stable polymorphisms significantly impact374

the predictability of evolution.375
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3.3. Historical contingency generated by stable polymorphisms:376

In the course of our analysis, we were struck by the presence of 70 diploid simulations across all three377

parameter regimes where historical predictability analysis showed that the order of mutations that actually378

occurred in the FGM simulation was inviable. While some of these instances are due to multiple mutations,379

i.e. a population gaining a mildly deleterious mutation and then quickly gaining a highly beneficial380

mutation on the same background, the remaining simulations contain derived alleles that reached high381

frequency through a stable polymorphism but were eventually lost, which we term “hidden” alleles (Figure382

4a). We hypothesized that in these simulations, hidden alleles were necessary to the evolutionary path, and383

not considering these alleles leads to the mistaken inference that no order of mutations was viable (Figure384

4b). To test this, we selected one of these simulations at random to recompute its historical predictability385

while including all hidden alleles in the inference. This modification allowed us to successfully infer that386

the order of mutations observed in that FGM simulation was viable (data not shown), suggesting that our387

inability to detect hidden alleles in most systems can lead to significant errors in inference. In general we388

find that ≥ 25% of diploid simulations in each of the three parameter regimes contain at least one hidden389

allele (see Model section 2.1.4 for details). While we find no evidence for hidden alleles generating a390

systematic effect on historical predictability in our model, the finding that some rare bouts of evolution are391

highly dependent on detecting hidden alleles highlights their potential impact in natural systems.392
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4. Discussion393

In this work, we sought to answer two major questions when studying the predictability of evolution in394

highly polygenic systems. First, we wanted to study the relationship between future and historical395

predictability. Second, we wanted to investigate how predictability changes when comparing simulations396

with and without stable polymorphisms.397

In our simulations, we found that future and historical predictability are anti-correlated. This398

anti-correlation can be intuitively understood in the FGM framework used to conduct our simulations.399

Adaptive walks that are phenotypically similar to the average walk (high future predictability) tend to400

move relatively directly from the ancestral phenotype to the optimal phenotype on the fitness landscape.401

As each mutation in the adaptive walk changes the phenotype of the individual in a similar direction, there402

is very little sign epistasis between these mutations. A recent study has also shown that the amount of sign403

epistasis is correlated with the distance of the population from the optimal phenotype (Blanquart et al.404

2014), consistent with our observations from the 2D-close and 2D-far parameter regimes (Figure S3). As405

previous work has shown that historical predictability is highly correlated with the amount of sign epistasis406

present in a system (Weinreich et al. 2005), high future predictability results in low historical407

predictability (i.e. most orders of these mutations are viable and have similar likelihood). In contrast,408

adaptive walks that are highly divergent from the average walk (low future predictability) are more likely409

to have mutations with sign epistasis that constrain their order, resulting in high historical predictability.410

We can gain a similar intuitive understanding of the effect of overdominant mutations on predictability in411

our model. Overdominant mutations tend to overshoot the phenotypic optimum (Sellis et al. 2011),412

resulting in low future predictability and requiring subsequent mutations to be compensatory (i.e. move413

the phenotype in the opposite direction of the overdominant mutation). This generates large amounts of414

sign epistasis in simulations with overdominant mutations, resulting in high historical predictability415

compared to adaptive walks without overdominant mutations.416

While previous work has shown how underdominant mutations in a metapopulation can generate priority417

effects (Altrock et al. 2010), our work is the first to show how overdominant mutations can generate418

historical dependencies in the evolutionary trajectory. The presence of transient stable polymorphisms419

during adaptive evolution create unsampled “hidden” alleles, which, in extreme cases, makes us infer that420

the true order in which the mutations occurred in the adaptive walk is inviable. This presents significant421
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problems when attempting to study historical predictability in natural systems with a single time-point422

sampling resolution, as our inability to detect hidden alleles in such systems would make any inferred423

likelihood suspect. Studies of historical predictability under such conditions would allow the calculation of424

mutation order likelihoods for the set of mutations under consideration, however, we would have no idea425

whether these likelihoods are accurate, nor would we have any estimate of how inaccurate they are due to426

the missing “hidden” alleles. Functionally important hidden alleles are challenging to identify even in427

extant populations, due to the vast amounts of variation present in any natural population, making this a428

particularly difficult problem to solve.429

Our simulations focused on one mechanism for the generation of stable adaptive polymorphisms, namely430

heterozygote advantage, but a number of other mechanisms exist in nature. These include negative431

frequency dependent selection (Levin et al. 1988; Iserbyt et al. 2013), and spatially or temporally432

variable selection (Rainey and Travisano 1998; Kasumovic et al. 2008; Saltz and Nuzhdin 2014).433

Natural populations can also generate unstable polymorphisms through a number of other mechanisms,434

such as clonal interference (Desai and Fisher 2007; Herron and Doebeli 2013; Kvitek and Sherlock435

2013; Lang et al. 2013), genetic drift, admixture and other demographic processes. Excluding clonal436

interference, which is minimized through our parameter choices in our simulations, none of these other437

processes are considered in this work, and some of them may also have a substantial qualitative effect on438

the relationship between future and historical predictability as they may also modify the amount of sign439

epistasis between the mutations present in an evolutionary path.440

The underlying genetic, phenotypic and fitness landscape models used in our simulations are also limited in441

a number of ways, and could be expanded by including the possibility of multiple adaptive optima,442

genetically unlinked loci that are capable of adaptation (i.e. recombination between mutations during443

sexual reproduction), epistasis between loci and the presence of standing genetic variation. Consideration444

of these processes will likely further complicate the inference of historical predictability. Finally, simulation445

systems have the advantage of having exact knowledge of the fitness of every genotype. This information446

must be estimated in natural systems, which may introduce significant noise the inference process. While447

phenomena such as hidden mutations are likely universal to all of these more complex scenarios, we suspect448

that the relationship between future and historical predictability may vary between different systems.449

Despite our use of a very simple model, we have shown a number of limitations of studying historical450
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predictability when attempting to predict evolution. Not only is historical predictability not directly451

correlated with future predictability, but it is anticorrelated in our model, suggesting that studying452

historical predictability may give misleading information about the future predictability of evolution in a453

given system. In addition, these trends were only discovered through the study of a large number of454

independent simulations, so the analysis of single adaptive walks is likely of limited utility in systems with455

highly polygenic adaptation. We also find that the presence of polymorphisms can create historical456

dependencies in the evolutionary trajectory that are extremely difficult to account for in experimental457

studies. Thus, this work opens up a number of new questions for study. First, the relationship between458

future and historical predictability in natural systems is unknown, nor do we know whether this459

relationship varies between different biological systems. If this relationship does vary, we need to460

understand the parameters that cause this variation so that one can understand which systems may be461

amenable to historically predicting evolution and which are not. A similar approach should be taken to462

understand the conditions under which historical contingency significantly influences adaptive evolution.463

Our work shows that historical predictability cannot be used as a naive proxy for predicting future464

evolution, and highlights the need for new approaches to studying future predictability.465
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7. Figures585

586

Figure 1. Description of Fisher’s geometric model.587

For illustrative purposes, we show an example of a two-dimensional Fisher’s model considering two588

mutations A and B. A) Haploid case. An ancestral allele, anc, is pre-defined with a set phenotype (ranc,589

cross), with fitness as a gaussian function of its distance ||ranc|| from the optimal phenotype (closed590

circle). Mutation A occurs on the background of the anc allele and adds a mutation vector mA to the591

phenotype of allele anc to get the phenotype of allele A (rA, plus sign). A further mutation B on the A592

allele would result in the AB allele and add the phenotypic mutation vector mB to the phenotype593

associated with the A allele and generate the new phenotype associated with the AB allele (rAB, open594

circle). B) We will now consider the diploid case, using the same alleles and mutation vectors as in the595

haploid example. For simplicty, we only show the phenotypes of the individuals as points, without the596

associated phenotype and mutation vectors. In this case, as individuals have multiple alleles, the597

phenotype of an individual with a given genotype is the average of the phenotypes of the component598

alleles. Thus, an individual homozygous for the A allele (A/A genotype, cross) would have the same599

phenotype as an A haploid individual, while an individual heterozygous for the A and anc alleles would600

have an intermediate phenotype (A/anc, star, the average of ranc and rA).601
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602

Figure 2. Comparison of historical and future predictability. We plot future predictability, as603

measured by the distance from the average trajectory metric, and historical predictability, as measured by604

the effective number of paths metric, for all of our simulations. We perform these comparisons across605

simulations from two different ploidies and three different parameter regimes. In all of these simulations,606

the two types of predictability are significantly anti-correlated (p < 10−10 in all cases).607
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608

Figure 3. Impact of overdominant mutations on predictability. We plot the cumulative609

distribution of our measures of future predictability (top row) and historical predictability (bottom row)610

across all three diploid parameter regimes where we separate simulations that do and do not contain611

overdominant mutations (dotted and solid lines). We see that overdominant mutations cause adaptive612

walks to be significantly less future predictable but more historically predictable than simulations without613

overdominant mutations (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p < 10−10 in all cases).614
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615

Figure 4. Qualitative impact of polymorphism on adaptive trajectories. Black horizontal lines616

represent alleles, while colored vertical bars represent different mutations. Yellow stars show the occurrence617

of mutations. Time increases from left to right, and each set of arrows represents a transition from one618

population state to another through the process of a mutation successfully invading the population and619

reaching equilibrium. (A) Hidden Alleles. A four mutation system is depicted, where the blue mutation620

creates a derived allele that occurred on a polymorphic state that was stably maintained for some time but621

subsequently lost. As this allele contains a mutation not present in the sampled allele, we call the allele622

with the blue mutation a hidden allele, as it is hidden from sampling. (B) Impact of hidden alleles In623

some cases, the blue allele may have been necessary for the purple, red and green mutations to occur in the624

order that they did, resulting in an adaptive trajectory that is impossible to accurately reconstruct without625

knowledge of the hidden allele.626
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